JACKSON COUNTY SHERIFF’S OFFICE DIRECTIVE:

1. JCSO WILL NOT HOLD OR DETAIN ANY PERSON IN THE JACKSON COUNTY JAIL SOLELY ON AN ICE DETAINER OR AN ICE ADMINISTRATIVE WARRANT.

2. JCSO PERSONNEL WILL CONTINUE TO NOTIFY ICE THAT SUSPECTED ILLEGAL IMMIGRANTS ARE IN CUSTODY IN THE JACKSON COUNTY JAIL.

3. ONCE A PERSON HAS COMPLETED THEIR CUSTODY TIME, OR POSTED BOND, THE INMATE IS FREE TO LEAVE. ICE WILL BE NOTIFIED OF THE EXPECTED RELEASE DATE OF ANY INMATE THAT HAS AN ICE DETAINER OR AN ICE ADMINISTRATIVE WARRANT.

4. JCSO WILL DETAIN ANY PERSON IF WE ARE PRESENTED WITH ANY FEDERAL WARRANT THAT HAS MET THE LEGAL STANDARD OF JUDICIAL REVIEW, IN ITS SIMPLEST TERMS, A WARRANT THAT IS SIGNED BY A FEDERAL MAGISTRATE OR JUDGE. US MARSHAL OR OTHER FEDERAL WARRANTS RECEIVED THROUGH NCIC ARE PRESUMED TO MEET THIS LEGAL THRESHOLD. ANY ICE WARRANT RECEIVED THROUGH NCIC MUST BE LOCATED AND CONFIRMED PRIOR TO EXECUTION OF THE WARRANT.

5. IN THE EVENT ICE AGENTS REQUEST TO INTERVIEW AN INMATE, THEY WILL BE GIVEN THE OPPORTUNITY TO REFUSE OR CONSENT TO THE INTERVIEW.

6. JCSO WILL CONTINUE TO COOPERATE WITH ALL FEDERAL LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES AS LONG AS THOSE AGENCIES REQUESTS ARE CONFORMING TO COLORADO LAW.

7. JCSO WILL COOPERATE WITH ICE IN ALLOWING THEM ACCESS TO PRISONERS; NO DIFFERENT THAN ANY OTHER LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCY, AND ALLOW THEM TO TAKE CUSTODY OF A PRISONER WITHIN OUR FACILITY ONCE THEY ARE RELEASED FROM OUR CUSTODY.